The extreme mechanical resilience of graphene 1,2 and the peculiar coupling it hosts between lattice and electronic degrees of freedom 3-5 have spawned a strong impetus towards strain-engineered graphene where, on the one hand, strain augments the richness of its phenomenology and makes possible new concepts for electronic devices 6,7 and, on the other hand, new and extreme physics might take place.
Introduction
An extremely active and promising area of research in strainengineered two-dimensional electronic systems is the realization of graphene-based nanostructures with tailored pseudomagnetic fields (PMF). The PMF is a fruitful concept in strained graphene arising from the fact that, in the vicinity of the Dirac point, the description of the coupling between lattice deformations and electrons can be captured by two types of strain-induced fields: a displacement potential that couples to electrons as an electrostatic potential, and a strain-induced gauge field that couples similarly to a magnetic field. 4 Since the former are expected to be effectively screened by the charge carriers, electrons are then expected to respond to strain mostly through this pseudomagnetic effect. Since (pseudo)magnetic fields are very effective means of guiding the motion and confining charged carriers, this naturally led to proposals and studies of many analogues of magnetic devices using graphene without actual magnetic fields, such as pseudomagnetic barriers 6, [16] [17] [18] or pseudomagnetic quantum dots. 8, 19 There are significant advantages of using pseudomagnetic fields in graphene electronic devices at the nanoscale. The first is that electrons in graphene are not easily confined by electric fields due to the Klein tunneling effect 20 arising from the relativistic-like behavior of electrons in this system. This has been a perennial difficulty and disadvantage of graphenebased electronics, while PMFs can efficiently localize electrons or act as tunneling barriers. 6 The second advantage is that PMFs are only felt by the electrons in graphene, and they can be confined to regions as narrow as 5 -10 nm. 12, 21 This is unlike real magnetic fields which are felt not only by the target electronic system but also by whole the environment nearby. In addition, fabricating real magnetic barriers of nanoscale size is practically impossible and their mag-netic field would also be fixed in principle, not reconfigurable or tuneable. Finally, the magnitude of PMFs that can be achieved in graphene is remarkably high and in excess of 300 T 12, 13, 21 which means that values of the order of tens of Tesla are easily obtainable, and strong enough for many electronic applications.
There is a key challenge that has persisted since the early proposals for strain-engineered graphene: the ability to tailor the spatial distribution of the PMF in graphene hinges on the ability to define specific non-uniform strain profiles, which is a difficult experimental prospect, especially at the micro and nanoscale. Moreover, whereas it is a straightforward theoretical task to start from a given strain field and determine the associated PMF and its impact in the electronic and transport properties, it is much less trivial and non-unique to request the opposite. Yet, it is precisely the opposite (i.e., specifying the PMF patterns in real space and obtaining the necessary strain profiles) that is of most direct interest for application in electronic devices because, in nearly any such case, one should be able to specify how, where, and to which extent we need electrons to be confined, which can be easily done reasoning in terms of PMF patterns alone, but is generally hard to anticipate in terms of strain alone. The central theoretical question for actual realizations and applications of strain-engineered graphene then becomes: how should one design the experimentally accessible parameters of the system (shape, external forces, constraints, substrate features, contacts, etc.) so that any given desired PMF pattern can be generated under realistic experimental circumstances?
In this work we pose and address one such question. We demonstrate that the geometry of a substrate can be optimized so that a graphene Corbino-type device can have its conductance suppressed when hydrostatically pressurized. This, on the one hand, can lead to extremely high on/off ratios due to the two contrasting transport regimes in the pressurized and relaxed states. Pressurized devices are shown to leak current only through perfect, spatially separated 1D modes arising from snake-type states that are stabilized at the inversion regions of the PMF. This creates a very strong current pinch-off by squeezing (literally in this case) the transport channel to the quantum wire limit and, in addition, establishes the possibility of having strictly quantized conductance on demand without electrostatic confinement. Moreover, since the chirality of PMF-induced snake states is uniquely tied to the valley degree of freedom, such devices can function as effective valley filters or sources of valley polarized currents. Our calculations are performed in an optimization framework that tackles the "reverse" strain-engineering problem in graphene. We begin with an overview of its main ingredients and a discussion of the optimal shapes for nearly uniform PMF throughout the Corbino ring. Subsequently, we describe how the deformation fields so obtained are mapped to an actual graphene lattice whose electronic properties are described in a nonuniform tight-binding approximation. This constitutes the basis for our study of the quantum transport characteristics and local electronic structure in devices of different dimensions, with and without disorder, whose results establish the behavior and phenomenology indicated above.
Corbino shape optimization
Stating the problem as an optimization question, we wish to find the shape of a non-circular annular cavity in a substrate such that the graphene flake, when deposited on it from above and subjected to hydrostatic pressure of magnitude p, exhibits a pseudomagnetic field (PMF) with a magnitude B 0 that is constant in as much area of the system as possible, compatible with realistic elastic constraints. The substrate shape and dimensions so determined would constitute the basic information for the design of the corresponding transport experiment. If we assume that the graphene flake is rigidly attached to the substrate, finding the shape of the cavity is equivalent to finding the shape of the graphene flake with clamped boundary conditions at its edges, with the same optimized PMF under the applied hydrostatic pressure. This problem is solved by appealing to a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) constrained optimization technique, discretized by finite elements. 22 It involves varying the control variables (the shape of the cavity) and the state variables (the plate deformation) so as to minimize a measure of the distance of the underlying PMF away from a certain desired PMF pattern, subject to the constraint that the state variables must satisfy the equations governing the elastic deformation of the graphene sheet for a given shape.
Overview of the inverse optimization problem
Our control variable is the shape of the domain occupied by the graphene flake (it is this that we numerically vary in order to approach the desired PMF in the pressurized field). We thus parametrize the domain using a set of control variables: Ω = Ω[c 1 , . . . , c n ], to be specified later. The clamped boundary conditions at the two perimeters (and beyond) where the graphene sheet contacts the substrate imply that the material domain of interest is the annular region defined by the patterning of the substrate, and not that part of the graphene that adheres to the substrate itself. The central mathematical problem is as follows:
subject to six constraint equations expressing the mechanical equilibrium of the graphene sheet, where the PMF B is an explicit and known function of the strain field in the 2D sheet, and B 0 is the target PMF which, in general can be any predefined function of space. This formulation ensures that the B sought in the optimization satisfies
as closely as is feasible under the restrictions caused by the geometry and mechanics of the problem (the scheme seeks PMFs that are as close as possible to ±B 0 ; in the Supporting Information we discuss the case where the objective function is chosen to minimize B − B 0 , rather than B 2 − B 2 0 ). Ω represents the domain occupied by the unadhered part of the graphene flake, defined by a characteristic lengthscale L. The explicit constraint equations that accompany eq. (1) are provided in the Supporting Information in order not to ob-scure the main discussion here. The final term is a regularization term necessary for well-posedness of the optimization problem. In reality, the optimization problem will be solved in dimensionless form but we present the dimensional version here for clarity.
Discretization and numerical solution
Each of the state variables (the three displacement components v 1 , v 2 , w of the plate, and the three components of the bending moment M 11 , M 12 , M 22 ) is discretized using linear finite elements. This requires the generation of a triangular mesh covering the entire domain occupied by the graphene flake. However, the shape of this domain Ω must be parametrized by a finite set of variables in order for the optimization algorithm (which works in a discrete setting) to be appropriately formulated. The simplest way to parametrize the shape of the domain Ω is to prescribe equidistant control points around the outer and inner boundaries, and interpolate them with a Fourier series in the angular coordinate θ. Furthermore, due to the symmetry of the graphene lattice, the PMF is invariant if the coordinate axes are rotated by an angle of 2π/3. Therefore we may restrict our domain to the region −π/3 ≤ θ ≤ π/3, and admit outlines of the form
only. An example of the domain construction from control points is shown in Figure 1 (a). Let N be the (even) number of control points on the outer boundary, with the same number on the inner boundary. Then if (R out i ) i=1,...,N are the radial coordinates of the outer boundary for the angular coordinates θ i = 2π(i − N/2)/(3N ), we have
where the coefficients are found by solving R out (θ i ) = R out i for i = 1, . . . , N . The same procedure is repeated for the inner boundary control variables R in i . The 2N control variables are allowed to vary within a user-provided interval,
For each set of control variables chosen during the iterative optimization process, we will have a domain of a different shape. It would be improper to triangulate each new domain separately: not only would it be prohibitively timeconsuming, but most optimization routines work best when the constraints and objective functions vary smoothly when the state and control variables are altered. Therefore, we instead choose a mesh for an annular sector and deform the mesh as the control variables accordingly alter the domain. The annular sector is defined by L in ≤ R ≤ L out and −π/3 ≤ θ ≤ π/3, where
To mesh this annulus in a way which ensures a good resolution at the inner boundary, we construct a uniform mesh of N p points for the rectangle
We conformally map the mesh for the rectangular domain to the annular sector using the mapping X + iY = exp(x + iy). Then, to deform this mesh to the domain defined by the control variables, we simply kept the θ-component of the meshpoint fixed, and affinely displaced the radial component
where R out (θ) and its equivalent at the inner boundary are calculated from the control points by (3) . See Figures 1(b)-1(d) for a visualization of this procedure. The purpose of the regularization term I reg in the objective function (1) is to make the optimization problem well-posed by penalizing solutions that have unfavorable properties. In this study we set the regularization function to be
in order to penalize highly-convoluted boundaries.
As discussed previously, the state variables are v 1 , v 2 , w, M 11 , M 12 , M 22 , and are discretized such that the equations are written in terms of their values at each node in the triangulation. Additionally there are boundary conditions to be applied: the displacements are set to zero on nodes comprising the inner and outer boundaries. At the boundaries θ = ±π/3, we impose rotated periodicity conditions on these quantities (expressed in polar coordinates R, θ), i.e. w| θ=π/3 = w| θ=−π/3 , and similarly for v R , v θ , M RR , M Rθ , M θθ . The discretized PDE system becomes a discrete optimization system: to minimize an objective function F (C, U ) subject to 6N p constraints G(C, U ) = 0, where C is the vector of control variables and U is the vector of 6N p state variables.
Optimized device shapes
As the electronic and mechanical properties of graphene remain fixed, there are only three parameters that we can change in this system: the limits on the annulus shape (and hence the lengthscale L), the applied (constant) pressure p, and the target PMF B 0 . In our calculations we allowed the N = 4 outer control points to vary in a range 261Å ± 60Å and the inner points in a range 61Å ± 15Å. We initially set a target PMF of B 0 = 10 T and the pressure was fixed at 100 bar = 10 7 Pa. Writing the coefficients to the nearest 0.1Å, the shape of the optimal outer and inner boundaries 
R in (θ) = 47.6 + 0.1 cos 3θ + 0.6 cos 6θ − 0.3 sin 3θ.
This outline corresponds to a striking flower-like geometry, and its deformation under hydrostatic pressure is displayed in Figure 2 (a). To this deformation corresponds the spatial distribution of PMF shown in Figure 2 (b). Though the target PMF was 10 T, the root-mean-squared value of the calculated PMF was only 4.05 T. It should be kept in mind that the target PMF is not in general attained in these optimization calculations, but is rather a mechanism for forcing the solution towards our desired direction. Since solutions to the optimization problem in eq. (1) are obtained for a specific choice of input parameters p and B 0 , one immediate and important question is to assess how robust is the solution for the shape with respect to changes in those parameters. As the optimization and its constraints were solved in a dimensionless setting, the behavior of the solution is dependent on the values of dimensionless parameters rather than true physical quantities. The nondimensionalized system has only two parameters: the dimensionless bending stiffness κ, and the dimensionless pressurep. In terms of the three physical quantities p, L, and B 0 , these parameters behave as (details in the Supporting Information)
Varying κ has little effect on the shape obtained through the optimization procedure (see Fig. S1 and related discussion in the Supporting Information), and so only changes inp are relevant in understanding how the optimized shape depends on the choices of input parameters. For instance, increasing the hydrostatic pressure p by a factor of 8 and the target PMF B 0 by a factor of 4 has no effect on the optimized shape, as the dimensionless constantp is kept unchanged and the effect of a changed κ is negligible. In contrast, if κ is kept constant andp is allowed to vary, we see a significant variation in the calculated shape as shown in Figures 3a-d . This variation in shape with changes inp deserves further explanation. A change inp corresponds to varying p while keeping the lengthscale and target PMF constant. But a better way of seeing the effect is to think about an increase inp as a decrease in target PMF B 0 , while keeping p and L constant [cf. eq. (11)]. Though this also changes the value of κ, we have noted that the effect of this is minor. To explore this line of thinking, in the lower row of Figure 3 , we report a further set of calculations which kept p = 100 bar and L = 261Å fixed while varying the target PMF B 0 through 50 T, 20 T, 10 T, and 4 T. For high target PMFs, the optimization forces the inner boundary to be highly convoluted in order to obtain the high strain gradients needed to achieve the target PMF. For low target PMFs, an annular solution is already close to the optimal solution, and the optimization only needs to make small adjustments to the outline to make the magnitude of the field more uniform. The results for 10 T and 20 T can be seen as intermediates between these two extremes. The two extremes also explain the results of Figure 3a -d calculated using different pressures for a given B 0 : for a low pressure, a convoluted interior boundary is required to hit the target PMF, while for high pressure an annular solution is already close to the target and only minor modifications of shape are needed. In the end, the two rows of Figure 3 illustrate what is implied by eq. (11): the changes in the optimal shape with increasing p (and fixed B 0 ) follow the same trend as the changes with decreasing B 0 (and fixed p). Of the calculations shown in Figure 3e -h we selected the solution (g), which was shown before in Figure 2 , with B 0 = 10 T andp = 0.337 as giving a good middle ground between PMF smoothness and strength. If we are now given an arbitrary lengthscale L and pressure p, in order to find the optimal shape we need to choose an appropriate value of B 0 . Since we have seen that the result forp = 0.337 gives an acceptable outcome, we could choose a B 0 that results in this value ofp. This gives us a system of equations with the same value ofp but a different value of κ as our first calculation. We have noted above that varying κ has little effect on the shape of the outline at constantp. So, as long as the new value of κ does not fall too much beyond the range of magnitudes where we verified this to be true (supplementary Fig. S1 ), the solution will be similar to that in equations (9, 10), plotted in Figure 2 (b). Since the differences are small, and would be dwarfed by manufacturing variability in a real system, we kept the same shape (9)-(10) in all our atomistic transport calculations to be discussed below for the sake of comparability. This shape is henceforth referred to as the flower device. The initial optimization was for a pressure of p = 100 bar, and we performed further pressurizations of the shape up to 5 kbar, for which the distribution of PMF was not greatly changed, though its magnitude was quite different. Each of these pressurizations is identified below by the maximum strain achieved in the graphene sheet, up to a maximum strain of ε m = 6.11% (note, however, that, even though our analysis is based on a set of specific parameter values, the scaling relations (11) allow the freedom to explore a large range of relevant pressures, target PMFs, or system sizes without having to run a new shape optimization procedure for each particular choice; see, for example, Fig. S6 in the Supporting Information).
Transport characteristics
To access the transport properties of the flower device we use the Landauer-Büttiker formalism; specifically, we are interested in the quantum conductance of the device, which is calculated by Caroli's formula 24 
Green's function, the coupling between the contacts and the device is represented by
, and Σ q is the self-energy of the contact q. The geometry of the device is easily included in a nearest-neighbors π-band tight-binding Hamiltonian by merely selecting the sites that are located between the mathematically defined inner and outer edges [cf. Figure 2(b) ]. The inner contact is essentially a circular contact with R in ≈ 47Å; the outer contact radius varies between 200Å ≤ R out ≤ 322Å with the angular modulation prescribed by eq. (9) . The calculation of the conductance requires the Green's functions of these non traditional contacts; this problem can be resolved by recalling that, for graphene, the particular details of the contacts can be replaced by an effective self-energy term provided that the contacts inject a high number of modes (highly doped contacts). 25 Under this model, an effective self-energy term −i|t| is added to the onsite energy of the atoms at the edges (t = −2.7 eV is the graphene hopping parameter).
The mechanical deformations induced by the hydrostatic pressure are incorporated in the tight binding Hamiltonian through the modification of the hopping parameter between neighboring sites as
where n i is the vector normal to the surface at point i, d ij is a vector linking the two sites, and V ppσ and V ppπ are the Slater-Koster parameters, modified to account for changes in the bond length through V ppπ (d ij ) = t e −3.37(dij /a−1) and
27-29
To best appreciate the features that arise from the pressureinduced PMF, it is useful, first, to have a perspective over the main transport characteristics of unpressurized devices which define our scenario of reference; the results of these calculations are provided in the Supporting Information. Devices were generated from the optimized flower shape shown 2 /h) with a resonant peak at E = 0.09t; the plateau occupies the whole energy range 0 E 0.09t. When the corresponding density of states (DOS) is analyzed [cf. Figure 4b ], one identifies two sharp peaks at E = 0 and E = 0.09 t arising from the formation of strain-induced LL with n = 0, 1. From these, we extract a PMF B s ≈ 65 T and this estimate allows us to further confirm that local maxima occurring in the conductance of Figure 4a correlate to higher energy LL (E 2 = 0.13t, E 3 = 0.16t and E 4 = 0.18t). The dependence of the conductance on device size for the same spatial distribution of PMF can be studied without having to run a new shape optimization procedure by exploring the scaling implied by eq. (11). For example, if one scales the inner and outer boundaries as R α in (θ) = αR in (θ), R α out (θ) = αR out (θ), these relations can be used to extract the pressure needed to achieve the same PMF pattern, as well as the magnitude of the quasi-uniform field (see Fig. S5 and related discussion in the Supporting Information). The conductance of a device thus scaled with α = 3 (R out 80 nm) is shown in Figure 4c for maximal strains of ε m = 2.48% and ε m = 5.16%. In the two cases both the plateau and resonant peak are again present, from which we estimate B s ≈ 9 T and B s ≈ 20 T, respectively. However, in larger devices these features are much more sharply defined and the plateau is flatter: the conductance is therefore more perfectly quantized at 6(2e 2 / ) with growing device dimension. They also require less strain to emerge due to the fact that the inner and outer contacts become decoupled at lower PMF (because the condition that the magnetic length, B = /eB, is much less than L is met at smaller PMF).
Perfectly conducting channels and valley filtering
In order to understand the origin of this robust quantization induced by pressure over a large range of energies that are experimentally relevant, let us look first at the real-space distribution of the electronic wavefunctions. The local DOS (LDOS) calculated at the plateau midpoint (E = 0.04t) and at the peak (E = 0.09t) are shown in Figures 4d and 4e, respectively, for the device with α = 1 pressurized to ε m = 6.11% [cf. Figure 4a ]. At the peak [E = 0.09t, Figure 4e] , the observation of a state entirely confined in the central portions of the device identifies it as clearly associated with one of the PMF-induced LLs. 19 In sharp contrast, for energies in the plateau [E = 0.04t, Figure 4d ] the LDOS concentrates on six narrow radial channels of the flower device. Comparing the LDOS with the PMF map shown in Figure 2 (b) reveals that the wavefunction concentrates at precisely -and only -those regions where the PMF changes polarity. Consequently, the plateau in conductance at low energies is associated with current being carried by these pseudomagnetic interfacial states, similarly to the corresponding situation in nonuniform (real) magnetic fields 30 where electrons propagate chirally along a boundary separating fields A useful picture of the nature of these 1D modes stabilized at the polarity inversion interfaces is provided by the semi-classical limit of this problem where they become socalled snake states. 31 The designation arises from the different winding sense of the electron orbits in regions where B has opposite polarity, which allows them to be confined and propagate along the interface with a definite direction. This interpretation helps one to understand: (i) directionality of the states and (ii) localization in regions where B s ≈ 0 and changes sign. However, despite the usefulness of the semiclassical perspective, it is important to retain that no clear correspondence to the classical motion can be established in the case shown in Figure 4d because, as we are looking at energies between the n = 0 and n = 1 LL, the cyclotron radius is smaller than the magnetic length for the energies studied: 32, 33 these modes are in the quantum regime.
At low-energies, transport takes place via one-dimensional perfectly conducting modes, which is entirely consistent with the 1D-like energy dependence of the DOS plotted in Figure 4b for ε m = 6.11%. Moreover, the six neighboring sectors of alternating PMF polarity in our flower device are expected to beget six snake state channels, so one may deduce the existence of a plateau in the conductance of 6(2e 2 /h), which is very approximately the case seen in Figures 4a and 4c. Note that, while one might think that the difference between the observed [5.7 (2e 2 /h)] and theoretical values [6 (2e 2 /h)] of the conductance plateau is due to the inhomogeneity of PMF over each sector, a direct comparison between the conductance of the pressurized device with an unpressurized flower under a real magnetic field with artificially sharp polarity changes shows no difference. More specifically, we have calculated the conductance of the same unpressurized device with an external magnetic field of constant magnitude (B = 65 T) but alternating in sign at the six places where the PMF does so [cf. Figure 4f demonstrates that the conductance of the pressurized device with ε m = 6.11% is essentially the same as that of the idealized unpressurized device with real magnetic field of the same magnitude. The agreement is nearly perfect in the plateau region below the first LL, further corroborating that the flower device is the optimal solution (to emphasize this point, in the supplementary Fig. S4(e) we show that the conductance of pressurized annular devices that retain a perfectly circular shape does not develop the quantization plateau). It also validates our earlier argument regarding the origin of the chiral 1D channels in the pressurized devices and their close analogy to the semi-classical snake states. In the end, we can trace the small deviation from the ideal 6 (2e 2 /h) quantization in the pressurized devices of Figure 4a to a small coupling between the modes belonging to different radial segments: to avoid such coupling requires R in 2 B so that the wave functions of neighboring modes do not overlap near the inner contact, whereas this device has R in ≈ 4.7 nm and B = 3.1 nm which falls short of it. In the supplementary Fig. S4 we show that perfect quantization is indeed achieved when R in and B fulfill that criterion and that, as expected more generally, the conductance step is quantized at G = 2n s e 2 /h, where n s is the number of polarity changing interfaces in the disk.
Given this scenario, the way in which PMFs couple to the electronic motion in graphene has an interesting and useful implication. Since electrons belonging to distinct valleys feel PMFs with opposite sign, 4,5 they propagate in opposite directions along the polarity boundary of the field. This effect is schematically illustrated in Figures 5a for an electron from valley K, and 5b for valley K . Looking back at Figure 4d , each radial segment along which the LDOS is peaked supports two chiral 1D modes, each propagating in opposite radial directions, and each associated with one given valley. Suppose then that the outer contact does not cover the entire perimeter but is, instead, sectioned into six outer contacts that allow collection of current only from the vicinity of the 1D channels (for our geometries that would mean defining contacts in the vicinity of the indentations of the outer perimeter, as in Figures 5a and 5b) . Under a given bias between inner and outer contacts (say, electrons flowing radially outward), the electrons arising from valley K would reach three specific contacts (all equivalent, oriented 2π/3 apart from each other), whereas those associated with valley K would reach the other three contacts, as indicated in Figures 5a and 5b . In this schematic, electrons from valley K are channeled by the 1D modes from the inner contact "I" to the outer contacts 1, 2 and 3, while those from valley K can only reach contacts 4, 5 and 6. A change in the bias sign, or changing from electron to hole-doped graphene with a back gate, would exchange the valleys that "reach" a given contact. In this manner, the device can spatially separate individual contributions from each valley and deliver valley polarized current to specific contacts or, alternatively, selectively filter or probe the existence of valley polarized currents.
We highlight that the observation of these effects in our flower-like geometry is not limited to the specific range of hydrostatic pressure and device dimensions used for the calculations reported in Figure 5 . For example, using the scaling relations (11), we expect that scaling up the device to L = 400 nm while preserving its shape and using a pressure of ∼ 5.5 bar shall create a PMF of ∼ 0.26 T with the same spatial distribution. The valley filtering effect will take place as long as LLs can be formed in the center of each
2 B . In terms of the mobility defined as µ = e/ k F and using k F = √ 2/l B for electrons in the first LL, this becomes µ 2 B e/ k F = √ 2 2 B e/ ∼ 5×10 4 cm 2 /V s, where we used l B = /eB ≈ 50 nm; such mobilities are rather standard in graphene devices (see Fig. S6 and related discussion in the Supporting Information for additional details).
Recent research has shown the existence of snake states in strained graphene nanoribbons, and diverse valley filtering devices have been proposed by exploiting strained graphene. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Similarly to ours, these devices require a specific geometry. However, ours does not require external electric or magnetic fields, produces valley filtered currents equally for both valleys, and whether the filtering occurs or not can be controlled by pressure or strain.
Effects of disorder and high on/off ratios As often happens, disorder can simultaneously be detrimental or functional in solid state systems. From the first point of view, the conductance plateau associated with the snake states should be affected by disorder in real samples. As each radial channel supports one pair of opposite chirality and opposite valley quantum number, short-range scatterers will be particularly disadvantageous since they cause intervalley scattering and, because of the valley-chirality locking, that translates into backscattering and the degradation of their perfectly conducting nature. Additionally, the snake states' locations coincide with the sites of highest curvature in the pressurized flower where the probability of adsorbing alien atoms or molecules is higher. 40, 41 In order to assess this in a specific manner, we modeled the attachment of adatoms to graphene in these regions by adding an Anderson-impurity type perturbation to the electronic Hamiltonian: each carbon can bind an adsorbate with probability p ad ; this introduces a new electronic level of energy E ad = t/16 that the electron can hop to from the attached carbon with a hopping amplitude V = 2t that describes the degree of hybridization. 42 The conductance averaged over an ensemble of 20 such systems with p ad = 0.1 for the device of Figure 4a is plotted in Figure 5c . As anticipated, the presence of these dopants in the regions where the snake states occur increases backscattering, thus lowering the conductance. The plateau is seen to remain, but its height depends inversely on the size of the system (not shown); in this particular case, traces of quantization are still present due to the small width of the device used (W eff ≈ 223Å). We point out that the approximate preservation of the plateau under strong disorder (it affects 10 % of the atoms) is further evidence of the 1D character and resilience of the underlying modes: there is now backscattering (the plateau has smaller G), but the onedimensionality is unaffected (a plateau largely remains).
Whereas such a system with strong short-range scattering will be less effective as a valley filter, the sensitivity of the low-energy base conductance to the radial dimension can have practical functional applications, as we now describe. Under pressure, the perfectly conducting channels limit the minimum conductance that can be achieved, irrespective of how large the magnitude of the PMF might be. From this standpoint, they are leaky electronic devices without an off state. But the residual conductance can be controlled by the type and amount of disorder, suggesting a tuneable on-off ratio. To simulate larger devices without incurring a high computational cost, and given that all of the above establishes the one-dimensional character of transport at low energies, we resort to a simple one-dimensional model 43 to scale up the conductance for larger pressurized disordered devices:
This assumes that in the snake-type 1D modes, electrons transmit through one adatom with probability T and N = (W eff /a) p ad is the number of scatterers in the channel of width W eff . It follows that wide devices should have a notorious reduction of the conductance, entailing high ratios of unpressurized/pressurized conductance (G up /G p ) in the energy region of the snake states. This ratio can be used as a figure of merit directly related to the on-off ratio of the device. To quantify G up /G p , we employed a number of modeling assumptions. Firstly, the Fermi energy was fixed at E F = E 1 /2, corresponding to one half of the energy of the n = 1 LL, the midpoint of the conductance plateau. Secondly, a perfectly round inner contact and ballistic transmission were considered in order to estimate G up = (4e 2 /h)2j m , where j m ∼ k F R in is the maximum total angular momentum. 25 Third, geometrical factors such as R in and W eff were scaled from our original device (α = 1). Finally, the value T ≈ 0.9 was extracted from the disordered conductance of Figure 5c , from where we obtain T ≈ 0.6. Figure 5d shows that, in pristine devices, G up /G p decreases as ∝ L −3/2 . This decrease is due solely to G up because, in a clean device, G p remains at the value ≈ 6(2e 2 /h) for any L as long as E F = E 1 /2. But, since the PMF scales inversely with L for a fixed device shape, to keep this choice of E F requires its value to vary for different L. Hence, each L in the figure corresponds to a different k F , and these parameters vary inversely to each other; this causes the overall scaling shown by the black line in the figure. However, in the presence of the adsorbates, the 1D transport regime that occurs under pressure is expected to be much more sensitive to the disorder. The rapid decrease of the transmission probability T with L in this case dominates over the variation of G up . As a result, the figure of merit, which is governed by the overall transmission probability through G up /G p ∝ j m /T , increases with the channel length reaching values near 12 for a device with L = 400 nm (R in = 70 nm, α = 15), a high "on/off" value considering the absence of a band gap in graphene.
Conclusions
In this work we set out to determine the optimal geometry of a graphene Corbino device that guarantees a PMF of nearly constant magnitude throughout most of the system when externally pressurized. Since the sign of the PMF has to inevitably alternate six times along any closed path containing the inner contact, the field cannot be strictly constant in the whole ring. 8 Yet, both its magnitude and absolute value can be made satisfactorily uniform. The first case is discussed in the Supporting Information and we see that it is possible to require a specific sign and magnitude in most of the system, and the effect of the optimization process is to generate a geometry where the regions with the opposite PMF are much reduced (a more extreme spatial reduction is possible under higher pressures and higher target PMFs). If, on the other hand, the goal is only the PMF magnitude, but not its sign, the optimal geometries are the sixfold flower shapes such as in Figure 2 that we have analyzed in detail. The spatial boundaries where the PMF changes sign for the latter are sharper and better defined, which leads to robust snake states and strictly one-dimensional transport over a range of pressures. This radially one-dimensional regime is signaled by the strict quantization of the conductance at 2e 2 /h per channel that is seen to survive up to high values of E F (e.g. 50-100 meV, cf Figure 4) , the characteristically 1D behavior of the DOS as a function of energy there, and corroborated by the real space profile of the LDOS.
The strain-induced perfectly conducting channels can be exploited in two different directions for electronic applications. On the one hand, they limit from below the current pinch-off effect and make these devices leaky because of their chiral nature. Our studies of the effect of disorder show that short-range defects can activate inter-valley scattering and reduce the residual conductance . Since their spatial location is set by the geometry, we can envisage this being done in a deliberate way through adsorbates, for example, so that only the regions where snake states develop under pressure become disordered. In this way, the conductance in the unpressurized state would remain unaffected, but the perfectly conducting channels would no longer exist under pressure which would significantly boost the on/off ratio. The pressure sensitivity and its direct translation into current modulations, suggests its possible application in electromechanical sensing or transducers. 44 On the other hand, we have also seen an equally interesting perspective where snake-type states and their leaky residual conductance are not detrimental but, instead, functional: clean devices can be employed as sources of valley-polarized currents in graphene. Note that the Corbino ring (the device) is defined only by the indentation of the substrate, not by an actual patterning of graphene, and the inner and outer contacts at R in and R out are still the same sheet of graphene. Hence, the sheet can extend over large distances beyond the outer radius and these structures can act as local sources of valley-polarized currents for injection into the two dimensional graphene plane beyond R out .
Supporting Information
Quantized transport, strain-induced perfectly conducting modes and valley filtering on shape-optimized graphene 
Details of the optimization procedure and equations
In dimensionless terms (signified by an overbar,·), the full optimization problem to be solved is as follows:
subject to the six equations (valid for all admissable variations·) 1 areaΩ
1 areaΩ
S2 together with the additional definitions
For a full derivation of this system in general, we refer the reader to reference 1, but we will give a brief overview here for convenience. X = (X, Y ) are the Cartesian coordinates of the undeformed graphene flake. The two corresponding in-plane displacements are v 1 and v 2 , and w is the out-of-plane deflection. These, in turn, lead to the strain components ε αβ through (9)- (11), and in turn to the stress resultants N αβ using (8 In a standard bending plate theory, the bending moments of the plate at any point are assumed to be proportional to the plate curvature, which is in turn assumed to be the S3 second gradient of the out-of-plane displacement w. This is not achievable using linear finite elements, but we can keep the simplicity of this framework by rewriting the plate equations as a mixed variational principle, whereby the moment tensor components M 11 , M 12 , M 22 are assumed to be independent state variables in addition to the usual displacement variables (for full details, please see 1 ). The equations are formulated to represent clamped boundary conditions, assuming that all three displacement components are zero on the boundary ofΩ.
The leading-order term for the pseudomagnetic fieldB is given by a gradient of the strain tensor. However, the strain tensor defined by (9)- (11) is discontinuous if linear finite elements are used, and so its gradient would be undefined. Thus we must reconstruct a continuous strain fieldε rec αβ from this discontinuous data, a process known as strain recovery (see 1, 3 ), and it is this which is differentiated to provide the PMF in (12) .
The main goal of the method is to minimize the quantityĪ in (1), which balances two effects: firstly we wish the square of the scaled PMF to be as close to unity as possible, which has the effect of penalizing shapes which produce large areas of near-zero PMF. The second term is a regularization term which penalizes intricate high-resolution oscillations in the outline shape (to which optimization techniques have a tendency to naturally approach), and produces smoother outlines. The regularization parameter η tells us how strongly to weight the smoothness criterion. In our calculations we fixed this numerical constant to 10 −5 .
In short, the method demands that we vary the control variables c 1 , . . . , c n that define the shape, together with the state variablesv 1 ,v 2 ,w,M 11 ,M 12 ,M 22 in such a way that the objective functionĪ is minimized subject to the elasticity constraints (2)- (7). The boundary conditions applied to the system are that the displacements are set to zero on nodes comprising the inner and outer boundaries. At the boundaries θ = ±π/3, we impose rotated periodicity conditions on these quantities (expressed in polar coordinates R, θ), i.e.
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w| θ=π/3 =w| θ=−π/3 , and similarly forv R ,v θ ,M RR ,M Rθ ,M θθ . This corresponds tō
in terms of Cartesian components. The same conditions hold for the variationsṽ 1 , . . . ,M 22 , so that (for example) the equations for the moment tensor at θ = π/3 include relevant contributions from the boundary at θ = −π/3.
To recover the physical values of the variables from their equivalent dimensionless quantities·, let L be a typical length scale of the domain Ω, B 0 to be the target PMF value, and C and D to be the stretching and bending moduli, respectively. We will invariably set L to be the midpoint of the limits for the outer radius of the device, i.e. L out from equation (5) of the main text. Set
to be the typical scaling of the strain field, where a = 1.42Å is the interatomic spacing of the graphene lattice, e = 1.60 × 10 −19 C is the elementary charge, and c ≈ 3.37 is a dimensionless parameter related to the rate of change in the electronic hopping in graphene. 
Note that, in dimensional terms, the objective function (1) becomes
confirming that B 0 does indeed correspond to the target PMF. Also, we note that we could, in principle, replace the PMF term in the objective function by a higher power such as Other than Poisson's ratio ν and the dimensionless pressurep, the only remaining physical parameter in the system is the dimensionless bending stiffness κ:
The bending modulus D of a hexagonal carbon lattice was calculated ab initio by Kudin 
Finally, note that though the method only provides the values of the graphene sheet's S6 displacement at the nodal values, it is trivial to calculate the piecewise linear interpolation of these nodal values to determine the displacement of an arbitrarily-positioned atom in the lattice. We work within the Cauchy-Born framework, where macroscopic displacements are directly mapped to all the atoms in the lattice (see, e.g., references 6,7 for a discussion of how to integrate corrections arising from non-zero displacements within the crystal unit cell).
Optimized shapes for different values of dimensionless bending stiffness
As noted in the main text, and from eqs. (16), (19) 1 and (21), the optimized shapes depend only on the dimensionless quantities
In fact, if the bending stiffness κ is varied while keepingp constant, there is very little variation in the shape. This is shown explicitly in Figure S1 that compares the optimal shapes obtained for different stiffness values spanning two orders of magnitude while keeping the other parameters as in the cases discussed in main text:p = 0.337, R out allowed to vary in the range 261Å ± 60Å, and R in in the range 61Å ± 15Å.
Penalizing negative PMF
It is interesting to note what happens if, instead of minimizing the integral of (B 2 − B triangle, as displayed in Figure S2 . It is clear that the optimization scheme has maximized the areas near θ ∈ {π/2, −π/6, −5π/6} where the PMFs are positive, and minimized the corresponding negative PMF regions around θ ∈ {5π/6, π/6, −π/2}.
Annular Corbino geometries
For comparison, we calculated the PMF associated with a circular annulus, i.e. R out (θ) ≡ R out = 1 and R in (θ) ≡ R in . In this case, the system of PDEs reduces to two ODEs by symmetry:
withv =w =w = 0 onR = R in andR = 1. Then the dimensionless PMF is given bȳ
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Figure S2: (color online) The PMF adopted by the graphene sheet when penalizing negative PMF values. The physical parameters were the same as those used in Fig. 2 , and the target PMF was 10 T (indicated by on the colorbar).
Conductance of unpressurized devices
The conductance of the unpressurized flower is approximately proportional to the inner contact radius; this is clearly observed in Figure S3a where the conductance for differently-sized flower devices is plotted. The devices were generated from the optimized flower shape shown were chosen for the Corbino disk). The same behavior is observed in both devices, and their conductance very closely follow each other. This is explained by the fact that both are completely opened ballistic systems with circular or nearly-circular inner contact and similar inner/outer radius ratio.
9,11
Switching on a (real for the moment) magnetic field B introduces a new length scale in the problem. The resulting magneto-conductance can be understood by comparing the value of the cyclotron radius r c = 
Snake states in real inhomogeneous magnetic fields
Previous studies of the transport properties of electrons under inhomogeneous magnetic fields have focused mostly on ribbon geometries.
14-17 Here, we calculate the conductance of a graphene Corbino disk of R in = 280Å and R out = 380Å in an inhomogeneous real magnetic field to identify the similarities and differences in the conductance of ideal, sharp field boundaries arising from a real magnetic field in relation to PMF. Note that, whereas S11 the spatial profiles of the real magnetic field discussed here are very unrealistic, those of the PMF discussed in the main text are, on the contrary, entirely realistic.
The field magnitude is set to B 0 over the entire annulus. The polarity or sign of B 0
alternates from positive to negative in neighboring sectors. This is schematically represented in Figures S4a-c for n d = 2, n d = 4 and n d = 6 sectors respectively, identifying where the polarity was defined as positive (red) and negative (blue). Based on that color code we highlighted the snake states as well as their direction. The number of snake states pointing outwards is N s = n d /2, which has to be updated to N s = n d when valley degeneracy is included. We set B 0 = 125 T in order to perfectly observe LL in the case that the field is homogeneous (n d = 0). Figure S4c shows the obtained conductance. The entirely homogeneous case (n d = 0) exhibits the anticipated resonant peaks at the LL energies.
Increasing the number of magnetic field sectors leads to conductance plateaus at n d (2e 2 /h) that are perfectly defined between the n = 1 and n = 0 LL.
Conductance of optimized vs non-optimized Corbino devices
In order to illustrate that shape optimization is crucial to generate maximum confinement through PMF and to cause the emergence of snake states, we analyze here the transport characteristics of a non-optimized (strictly circular) Corbino device of equivalent dimensions, and under the same external pressure conditions. The pressurized Corbino disk of strictly circular geometry (radii 61Å and 261Å) shown in Figure S4f has the conductance traces plotted in Figure S4e for different values of maximal strain ε m . Even though at ε m = 5.57%
it displays a flattening of the conductance at low energies reminiscent of the behavior seen in the shape-optimized devices, this is explained by the much stronger PMF near the inner contact than within the annulus (see Figure S4f ). These high PMF barriers on the inner contact force electrons to penetrate the device through regions where B s ≈ 0. But this S12 confinement is limited to the inner contact region and does not extend to the whole annulus:
for example, LL are not formed in the central regions of the device and this flattening doesn't develop into a full and flat step upon increasing the device dimensions, as happens in the shape-optimized cases shown in Fig. 4(c) of the main text. As a result, we contend that the flower geometry possesses superior properties for potential applications.
Scaling up devices and their transport characteristics So, for instance, if one wished to find the applied pressure p and target PMF B 0 for which a given lengthscale L gave exactly the same flower shape through the optimization process, we would simply need to solvep = 0.337 and κ = 5.76 × 10 −5 for p and B 0 . In reality, however, this is too restrictive. Previously in this Supporting Information ( Figure S1 ) we provided evidence that varying κ has little effect on the optimal shape of the device. Indeed, the only effect of a larger κ is that bending stiffness becomes a more important factor near the boundaries of the device. Since κ = 5.76 × 10 −5 is small enough to confine bending effects to the boundary, the selected flower shape will still be close to optimal for any value of κ smaller than this value, i.e.
In the main text we show that the target PMF (B 0 ) is not strictly attained over the 
Substituting the solution for B 0 from (28) into the restriction (27) , using (23) , gives a restriction on p for a given lengthscale L:
We wish to explore the parameter space (L, p) for which snake states may be observed.
First, electrons are to be injected from the inner contact with an energy E ∼ 0.
This guarantees that the energy of the electron is smaller than the energy of the first Landau level. We must thus ensure that Landau levels are formed in the bulk of the system, such that no transport occurs except through the radial interfaces where the PMF changes sign as snake-type states. Furthermore, in order to observe perfect quantization and perfect 1D-type transport, these modes must not be allowed to overlap.
Using a classical interpretation for the sake of obtaining specific estimates, these two criteria may be expressed as restrictions on the magnetic length B . Approximating the shape of the flower-shaped devices by an annulus of inner radiusR in and outer radiusR out , the S14 R out R in R in 2 ℓ B Figure S5 : Schematic representation of a cyclotronic orbit in a petal (a 60
• sector) of the flower device. One must have B R in /2 in order to ensure that Landau levels are well developed within the inside regions of each petal, while simultaneously avoiding overlap between snake states propagating along neighboring radial paths.
diameter of the cyclotron orbit 2 B must be shorter than both the annulus widthR out −R in and the inner width of a single π/3-sector (approximatelyR in ). See Figure S5 for a graphical interpretation. Overbars here signify the mean radius of the shape.
For the dimensions of the optimal shape reported in the main text,R in ∼ 47Å and R out ∼ 245Å ∼ 5R in . Thus, for this particular shape, the restrictions on B become
The first of these is the more restrictive condition, and we combine this with (29) and 
Since the preceding calculation uses a classical interpretation and geometry, it can only be considered as an order-of-magnitude estimate for the true limit as our particular problem is not in the classical regime. In order to more precisely fix this constraint, we take into S15 account the observation in Fig. 4a (main text) that the device with ε m = 6.11% is at the threshold of perfect conductance quantization and strictly 1D transport (because the plateau is nearly perfectly developed at this pressurization already). We will demonstrate that, if the constraint (31) is relaxed slightly to B < L/8 (asR out ∼ L), that particular device falls precisely on the threshold line and we, accordingly, use this latter condition to identify the range of parameters that we expect should lead to the same qualitative PMF and transport behavior in scaled devices. Under this assumption the constraint (33) becomes
2.2a c In Figure S6 (a) we plot the effective PMF from eq. (29) for a range of small devices (lengthscales up to 100 nm). On this we superimpose the two curves corresponding to the restrictions on p, from relations (30) and (34) . Values of p above the former (red) curve have small enough bending stiffness effects that the originally calculated device will still have the optimal shape; this constraint is easily satisfied for essentially all experimentally S16 Finally, note that, as follows from this discussion, it is not the magnitude of the generated PMF alone that determines whether the 1D transport regime is realized or not. It is rather the combination of the field magnitude, through its influence in the magnetic length and "orbit" size, with the characteristic device dimensions that determines the favorable conditions for the development of robust LL in the bulk of the device, and decoupled snake-type states along the radial interfaces.
Disorder in the unpressurized flower device
In Figure S7 we show the conductance of the α = 1 unpressurized flower device in the presence of adatoms, the adatoms are distributed over the whole area of the device. We can see that the conductance is reduced by ∼ 60% for E F = 0.04t, . For larger devices this value S17 should be increased given that the number of angular momentum channels j m ∝ R in and the conductance is proportional to j m .
